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What, Why &amp; How
Overview
y What
y What is an environmental checklist?
y
Where can it be found?
y What are the different parts of the checklist?
y Why
y Why would you fill out an environmental checklist?
y How
y What steps need to be taken to fill out an ECL
y How do you fill out each portion
y Decision Document?
y What
y Where
y Why
y How
What
What is an Environmental
Checklist?
y The Environmental Checklist is commonly referred to
as an ECL. However it’s technical name is the
Programmatic Categorical Exclusion
y An ECL is a form of Environmental Documentation
used in place of a Project Concept Report
y Where can the ECL be found?
y MyNDDOT
Manuals Design Manual Reference and
forms Programmatic (ECL)
y http://mydot.nd.gov/
What is an Environmental
Checklist?
y Goldilocks and the three bears with a twist.
y Does all of page one fit?
y Does all of page two fit?
y Does all of page three fit?
y If so than an ECL is just right!
What is on Page 1?
1) The first section is Project #, PCN &amp; Date
2) The second section is the where you classify what
type of project you are doing and what all that
project entails.
If part of your project doesn’t fit into the ECL then you
cannot use the ECL as a form of environmental
documentation.
b) If your project does fit but is not considered a
Preventative Maintenance project than you must also
fill out a decision document.
a)
What is on Page 2?
Page 2 is all environmental questions.
1.
If you can’t answer yes to all the questions then an
ECL is not right for you.
b) Each question is specific and complex and may
take some research
a)
What is on Page 3?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Section 1 is the estimated and STIP cost
Section 2 is your place to input traffic volumes
Section 3 is where you input your type of highway
Section 4 is the wrap‐up section of the ECL where
you finally put in all of the details of the project that
have not been covered yet.
Section 5 is the cost analysis section to show that a
project that qualifies for an ECL is cost effective.
Why
Why fill out an Environmental
Checklist?
y The choice to fill out an ECL can be made in place of
doing the time consuming Project Concept Report
y An ECL can help you prepare for further planning
stages.
y By asking sometimes in depth questions you are forced
to begin research and drawing at an early stage.
y
This research and drawings can often be helpful later on and
provide a reference to pull from.
How
How do you fill out the ECL?
y Page 1:
y Page one is large on paper but the easiest in reality.
y It is the basic classification of your project
y It is the first place that you could find out that an ECL is
ultimately not right for you.
y The most likely use for an ECL is on a preventative
maintenance project.
y
If your project is not preventative maintenance than you have
to fill out a second form called the Decision Document.
How do you fill out the ECL?
y Page 2:
y The question page has many different things that involve
some research however, more often that not if you are
doing a project that does not disturb an area outside of
the surface of the existing roadway that will imply for
most questions that the answer is no.
y Each question refers to an important environmental
aspect that could be affected by a project
Page 2:
y Question 1
y This question refers to the impact on Section 6(f) and
4(f) property
y
y
Section 4(f) property is part of the 1966 US Department of
Transportation Act, this gave specific protection to certain
classes of public properties
y Public Parks
y Recreation Areas
y Wildlife and waterfowl refuges
y Historical Properties
Section 4(f) properties can only be used for a project when
there is no alternative AND you do all possible planning to
minimize the effect on the property
Page 2:
y Question 1 Cont’d
y
Section 6(f) property is part of the 1965 Land and Water
Conservation Fund Act (L&amp;WCF) which provides grants to
communities to be used for acquiring or improving lands for
recreation uses
y If any 6(f) property is used the city or state that received the
grant must acquire replacement land
y The only exception to this is temporary easements in which
case the State Liaison Officer (SLO) will decide if that is
considered as a conversion of use or not.
y The SLO for North Dakota is the director of the State Parks
and Recreation Department.
Page 2:
y Question 2
y Are there any Historical/Archaeological impacts?
y
y
Any NDDOT project that involves Federal funds must take
cultural resources into consideration.
By contacting the State Historical Society and local Native
American tribes that may be affected by the project you can
find out if there will be any impacts
Page 2:
y Question 3
y Does the action affect species or habitat protected by the
Endangered Species Act?
y
Endangered Species in North Dakota
y Whooping Crane
y Eskimo Curlew
y American Burying Beetle
y Black‐Footed Ferret
y Piping Plover
y Pallid Sturgeon
y Tern
y Gray Wolf
y Western Prairie Fringed Orchid
Page 2:
y Question 4:
y Right of Way
y Look at the current ROW and think about your project
y
y
y
y
Do you need a new ROW?
Do you need a temporary easement
Are there any minor access changes or relocations?
Is there any hazardous material risks?
y If the answer is ‘yes’ to any of these parts then the
answer to the entire question is ‘yes’.
Page 2:
y Question 5
y Will you need to acquire any farmland for your project?
y
y
Find a map of the location of your project and if available look
at old plans from your location.
It may be necessary to draw up a scope of work to determine if
there will be any changes that involve farmland acquisition.
Page 2:
y Question 6
y Does your project have any impact on the Little Missouri
River?
Page 2:
y Question 7
y Is your project affected by an area floodplain?
y
If you are altering the original roadway elevation you must
contact Jeff Klein of the State Water Commission
y His contact email can be found on the ECL in the question
Page 2:
y Question 8
y Does your project affect wetlands?
y
If it is necessary to determine whether or not you are going to
disturb wetlands then you need to look on GIS or possibly
even USGS maps to determine.
Page 2:
y Question 9
y Will your project significantly impact noise levels?
y
A Type 1 action according to the Federal Aid Policy Guide
Section 772 is a proposed Federal or Federal‐aid highway
project for the construction of a highway on new location or
the physical alteration of an existing highway which
significantly changes either the horizontal or vertical
alignment or increases the number of through‐traffic lanes.
Page 2:
y Question 10
y Will the project significantly affect air quality?
y
y
Will you be significantly increasing the number of cars
traveling the area?
Will there be a significantly larger number of high polluting
vehicles such as Semis?
Page 2:
y Question 11
y What is the effect on Water Quality?
y Will the project disturb greater than 1 acre of topsoil? If
it does do you need to obtain a North Dakota Pollution
Discharge Elimination System Construction Permit?
y
y
y
This Permit allows you to discharge relatively uncontaminated
waters from temporary dewatering activities into the waters of
the state of North Dakota
The entire permit can be found on ndhealth.gov
NDPDESCP
Page 2:
y Question 12
y Is there any public controversy over this project?
How do you fill out the ECL?
y Page 2:
y If you have answered yes to any of these 12 questions
then you will not be able to use an ECL as your form of
environmental documentation.
y However if you were able to answer no to all 12 than you
may proceed to Page 3
How do you fill out the ECL?
y Page 3:
y Estimated and STIP Cost
y
y
y
STIP cost can be found under the NDDOT’s public
section/Plans and reports/Final STIP for your year
http://mydot.nd.gov/
To determine your estimated cost it will depend on your
timeframe.
y Little to no time you can use the STIP cost but double check
that it is realistic by going to the design manual/references and
forms/Cost history use the number corresponding your project
as a per mile estimate and make sure that that is close to the
stip.
y If you have more time you can go through and figure out how
much your main expenses will be.
How do you fill out the ECL?
y Page 3
y Traffic Volumes
y
Traffic Data is available through RIMS
y Highway Classification and Cross Section Type
y
y
The highway classification can be found on the map posted
around the office and online.
The Cross section is your basic road type.
y Type of Project and Roadway Width
y
Minimum Roadway width can be found on a chart in the
design guidelines
How do you fill out the ECL?
y Page 3 :
y Safety Issues?
y ADA Requirements
y
Most likely ADA update on an ECL typed project will be
ramps.
y Traffic Devices
y MUTCD
y Railroad Crossings
y Design Exceptions
y Cost Effective Analysis
y Life Cycle Costs
y Construction Costs
y Salvage Value
So now know if an ECL is right for
you.
y So back to Goldilocks…
y Does all of page 1 fit?
y Does all of page 2 fit?
y Does all of page 3 fit?
y Than an ECL is just right!
Decision Document
What
What is the Decision Document?
y The Decision Document is for
projects that qualify for the
ECL but are not a preventative
maintenance project.
y When a Decision Document is
combined with the ECL it kind
of is like a mini PCR
Where
Where can the Decision Document
be found?
y http://mydot.nd.gov/
y MyNDDOT
forms
Manuals Design Manual Reference and
Programmatic (Decision Document for ECL)
Why
Why fill out a Decision Document?
y If you are doing an ECL project that would not be
classified Preventative Maintenance than you must fill
out a Decision Document
y But why?
y More often than not an ECL project that is not PM is
going to be more expensive and is generally to improve
structural integrity and life of the road for a longer
extent than PM
y The Decision Document has a whole section that
involves the opinions and approvals of many people in
the state. So you get more eyes on the project to ensure
that this is the right decision
How
How to fill out a Decision
Document
y Figure out your basic project description info:
y Highway Number
y District Number
y Projects
y From (RP)
y Determine your project schedule
y Project start and completion
y Plan completion
y Bid Opening
How to fill out a Decision
Document
y What is the purpose of your project?
y What is the need for your project?
y What are the existing conditions?
y What are the deficiencies with the current conditions?
y What is the Scope of work for the project?
y The Original Scope of Work
y The Proposed Scope of Work in the ECL
y Original Investment Strategy
y Cost Est. for the STIP
y Scoping Report
y Also any notes that may be relevant
How to fill out a Decision
Document
y What are alternatives to the project?
y Include the alternative ideas
y Optional Work Items
y Engineering problems
y Environmental Problems
y And finally compare your alternatives
y Are there any Public Concerns or need for Public
Input?
y How does the project fit into the ECL Category?
How to fill out a Decision
Document
y Finally compare all the recommendations to decide
whether or not the answers are yes or no for the final
Executive Decisions
y To get the recommendations distribute your Decision
Document Draft the same manner as the PCR draft
would be distributed for approval (See Design
Guidelines)
y Last any amendments or comments for the project
y All that’s left before final submittal is to attach the
completed ECL to the back of the Document
I’m All Done!!
Right?
…Not Quite
Paper Shuffle
y Here at DOTSC we are lucky, once we finish we have
the simple task of passing it on to Matt
y From there Matt puts his PE stamp in the correct
place(s) and sends it off.
y The type of project determines where and to whom the
ECL is submitted
Paper Shuffle
y NDDOT Central Office Projects
y Electronic Version of the ECL is placed in FileNet by
designer
y Original Hard copy of ECL and a FileNet link is
submitted to the Administrative Assistant of Office of
Project Development (OPD)
y NDDOT District Projects
y Electronic version of the ECL is place in FileNet by
designer
y Original Hard Copy of ECL and a Filenet link is
submitted to the Technical Support Contact
So now you know!
y The What’s Why’s and How’s of ECL’s and Decision
Documents.
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